
Symbol editing made easy with new ‘Symbol Editor’
With the new command - Symbol Editor, CADISON users can display the definition of existing symbols 

(such as taps, valves or pumps) with all connections and attributes in a drawing. Based on existing symbol 

definitions, it is possible to create new symbols. Alternatively, users can edit existing symbols directly from 

the Object Manager to change the graphics, connections and attributes. This makes it easier to revise 

symbols. In addition, the symbols can be adapted to the client's standards effortlessly.

Improved XREF management
The new XREF Manager in CADISON Designer has a redesigned user interface for improved XREF 

management. Now the CADISON XREF Manager shows additional information for attached drawings. It 

shows the full path of an attached XREF drawing, a property grid shows all properties of a selected XREF 

drawing, a check box feature to temporarily deactivate XREFs so that every attached XREF drawing can be 

unloaded / reloaded at any stage without detaching or removing it from the list of attached XREF drawings. 

It also shows the Preview window of the selected drawing in the list of Attached references.

Easy to Change slopes in 3D pipelines
CADISON Designer now offers a command to change 3D pipelines to sloped 3D pipelines. It allows to 

convert straight horizontal segment to slope pipeline or convert slope pipeline segments to straight 

horizontal segment. The Change slope value can be entered in Degree or in Percent (° or %).

New Revision creation functionality
The revision creation functionality has been redefined with new functions. The Drawing revision can be 

stored optionally as PDF, thus reducing the revision file size of layout drawings. There is extended handling 

of revision identifiers and also supports defining the number of leading zeros (00, 01, 00A). There is a more 

flexible algorithm to increase revision identifier (0.A -> 0.B) and option to increase the version number 

instead of increasing the revision identifier. Also, the automatically generated isometric drawings can also 

be modified manually before creating a revision. The .dwg or .pdf format selection can be defined at the 

project level in 804-Cmn. Settings sheet or it can also be redefined in the drawing in 960-Documentation 

sheet.
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Check-out Drawings to work remotely
The Check-Out and Check-In mechanism is ideal for people working remotely and when they do large 

amounts of data transfer frequently in their daily work. Now users can Check-out the Working data to your 

local desktop to continue with the work. The completed drawing data & object data can be checked in again 

and synchronized in the Project database on the server easily. Any conflicts with data on server can also be 

checked and resolved before Check-in of data.

Enhancements in IFC Interface
CADISON R21 also supports exporting building structure objects (building and floors) to IFC file. Objects 

which are manually assigned to buildings and floors are exported including the building and floor data. 

Dynamic property export: Based on an object Master property, CADISON can export different properties to 

IFC files. For example, the exact type of a compressor or a valve can be defined by the TYPECLASS property, 

and based on the exact type, it is now possible to export different properties and to give type specific 

property names for the export.

Enhanced Form Designer and User Input Forms
The Input forms now support adding graphics in the forms. Different graphic objects can be added to an 

Input form to separate different areas in a form. In this new interface, defining graphic properties to 

graphics are possible. It allows to define ‘tab order’ of controls and allows to define the order of the input 

fields which should be used when navigating to a form by using TAB key and RETURN key. Multiple forms 

can be loaded in Form Designer simultaneously, to enable ‘copy and paste’ of controls between multiple 

forms. CADISON R21 has many new features. Also the existing features and functions are enhanced to give 

more improved performance and efficient working for best User experience. 

Creation of 3D pipelines out of PCF files
PCF files are used for definition / creation of isometric drawings and contain all the information of a 3D 

pipeline components, to exchange 3D pipelines between multiple plant design software. With new PCF 

import function of CADISON, create a pipeline and its 3D piping components based on the PCF file content. 

PCF data can be mapped to MATPIPE Pipe specification, so that the created 3D elements are based on Pipe 

Spec. Any additional data of components from the PCF file can be imported to CADISON object properties. 

It supports both Metric and Imperial unit systems. Point cloud data from Laser scan can also be imported 

and it can do automated clean-up too.

‘CADISON Publish’ configuration for Automated export from Designer
With ‘CADISON Publish’ it is possible to define any number of file export configurations. Users can now 

define an export set with any number of drawings and documents. Users can also define export 

configuration the export file type for PDF files, DWG files (original file and NeutralExport DWG files), 3D 

DWF files, NavisWorks (NWC) files and 2D Extraction (2D DWG file created out of layouts). It also supports 

selection of AutoCAD Plot styles for 2D publish to PDF files. Export configurations are stored in the Project 

database and the configurations can be executed at any time in Designer. The processing is done in the 

background by utilizing all the available CPU cores.
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